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Detailed description and contact details

Brief description of the innovation
Current environmental realities require a rethink of
our approach to supporting the protection of our
workplaces, homes, and schools against electro
smog. The inventor created a hitherto unique energy
conversion system capable of reducing most harmful radiation levels – whose presence around us can
be demonstrated – below the statutory limits for
health.

At what stage is the development?
We are present on the Hungarian market with both
our product groups, which have been used in a
large number of projects in private homes, offices,
institutions, kindergartens, schools and industrial
facilities.
Results achieved so far and the expected
benefits of the innovation for society
The product uses the latest achievements of science
and technology to provide practical healthcare
solutions based on science for risk reduction in
increasingly difficult environmental conditions.
Harmful radiation can affect anyone, anywhere.
References, awards, press/media appearances
CEWE Magyarország Kft., Budapest; Ministry of
National Development, Budapest; Hypoxi Beauty
Salon, Debrecen; Yóga Martial Arts object, Veszprém;
Meséskert Kindergarten, Budapest; Autósbolt, Ajka;
iTeam Holding Zrt., Budapest; Uni-City Kft. office
building, Budapest; Holimed Bt. Medical Centre,
Budapest; Rónaszéki és Társa Kft., Budapest.
What is needed for further progress?
Demonstrating the necessity of radiation protection
to the consumer, corporate and public administration
sectors, organising series of informative lectures.
Launching serial production on an industrial scale
and establishing further accredited laboratories for
measurements. Advancing national and international
market presence through novel marketing and sales
solutions. Finding supporting partners.
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The effectiveness of the invention has been verified
in independent laboratory measurements (Verkotan
in Finland). The technical invention is protected,
with the exclusive right of ownership and use held
by the rightholder. It is capable of eliminating
electrosmog from our homes, workplaces, and
direct and indirect environment, as verifiable with
measuring instruments (certified instruments,
accredited measurement). The solution requires a
one-time investment only, at an affordable price.
Installation takes place after on-site measurements.
It costs nothing to operate and does not require
a power supply, maintenance, or expertise. The
solution includes liability and complexity, necessary
periodic corrections in the event of changes in local
conditions, and a long-term guarantee.
The system essentially consists of three elements:
resonator, RLC circuit, and control unit. The unit
makes innovative use of the fundamental principles
of the specialised scientific field of pipe resonance.
The length, arrangement and sizing of the pipe
system inside the resonator were designed taking into
account the known frequencies, effects, and output

levels of harmful radiation, with exceptional
precision. Using the nanotechnological RLC
circuit system installed behind/beneath/
above coverings, the units continuously
resonate all harmful frequencies present
in the given space, without emitting sound
and using renewable energy sources. The
RLC circuit (wire made from a special alloy)
set up during the installation “collects”
harmful radiation from the environment,
which is converted by the control unit to
voltage, a minimal amount of heat, and
optimal frequencies which correspond to
the vector sum of human cells.
The installed system goes beyond
compliance with statutory limits for health
and meets even radiobiological limits
for buildings, which are stricter in every
respect. The unit simultaneously provides
radiobiological, healthcare, ground
protection and local functions.
Being composed of only a few parts, it can exert its
beneficial effect with minimal space requirement.
Installation does not require alterations to the building
structure and can be carried out quickly and with
minimal labour. Operation does not require an active
external power source – more accurately, electrical
energy – thus it can be installed in the designated
location by a specialist after the evaluation of
measurements. Thanks to its innovative solution, the
unit is able to maintain radiation within the frequency
range useful for living beings, creating even more
favourable and healthier conditions for those living in
the protected environment.

It provides a way to use the scientific and
technological advances of our age as inten
ded, but without their potential harmful
effects. It could become an important ele
ment in the so-called “SMART CITY”, “ECOHOME”, “MODERN CITIES PROGRAMME”,
“MODERN VILLAGES”, and “DIGITAL
WELLBEING PROGRAMME" projects.
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
SHS SMART provides protection against
harmful background radiation present
in high concentration due to everyday
multimedia- and smart devices.
Thanks to their suitable material compo
sition, these items of personal protective
equipment can deflect or absorb a sub
stantial part of electromagnetic radiation.
In addition, certain organisms of organic
origin are able to utilise electromagnetic
radiation that reaches them in their own
metabolism and life cycle, and can eliminate the
harmful effects of radiation while using the energy
it transmits. SHS SMART protective equipment has
numerous beneficial properties; most importantly,
the ability to provide efficient protection against
electromagnetic radiation for a relatively large area
in a compact size thanks to their specially designed
housing and the active substance with non-standard
composition inside that.
SHS CARS
Background radiation inside the enclosed space of a
car, but outside the human body can be 45-50 times
higher than outside levels. Modern cars are equipped
with modern electronics. The harmful effects of
these systems surround us invisibly. The SHS CARS
technology provides an optimised environment in
terms of radiation during car journeys, as well.
SHS RELAX/SHS WORKSTATION
In certain jobs we spend more time at our desk or in
the office than in any other communal space; there
fore protecting this microenvironment is of key impor
tance for preventing long-term health damage and
safeguarding health and comfort. The radiation pro
tection of the personal work environment is a primary
consideration for efficient and productive work.
shsRelax provides the same effect for our homes.
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